
Boat Pintle Weapon Systems

For more than a century, FN Herstal has designed and manufactured 

small caliber weapons and ammunition adopted by a large number of countries 

worldwide. Facing great success and having gained long-standing experience

in small caliber weapons, FN Herstal started to expand its product portfolio by 

developing and manufacturing integrated weapon systems for installation onto 

or into major vehicle or vessel types. 

More than just selling weapon systems, FN Herstal develops the complete 

integration of the system together with the platform manufacturer (OEM) or

directly with the end user, supervises the installation of all its products, offers

operator and armorer training and provides high quality after-sales services to

meet customer requirements. 

FN Herstal’s pintle weapon systems for naval applications are equipped with

a .50 cal or 7.62mm machine gun.

FN MBP™ 
with FN M2HB-QCB™ machine gun
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FN Boat Pintle Weapon Systems  

 

Key Features: 

- Fully mechanical system 

  (no electrical power required)

- High rate of fire (FN M3M™/GAU-21)

- Recoil attenuation (soft mount)

- Telescopic column (adjustable height) 
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FN LBP™  
with FN MAG® 58M

machine gun  

FN MVP™ 
FN M3M™ machine gun

(GAU-21)

FN LBP™ FN MBP™ FN MVP™

Machine gun: FN MAG® 58M FN M2HB-QCB™ FN M3M™

Caliber: 7.62x51mm NATO .50 cal/12.7x99mm NATO .50 cal/12.7x99mm NATO

Ammo box capacity: 250 rounds 100 rounds 300 rounds

Rate of fire: 650 to 1,000 RPM, 
adjustable

485 to 635 RPM 1,025 ± 75 RPM, 
adjustable

Effective range:  1,000m 2,500m 2,500m

Maximum range: 3,800m 6,500m 6,500m

Collector: Optional Links and Cases 
(LCC)

Optional Links and Cases 
(LCC)

Links only
(LC)

Technical Data

FN MBP™ 
with FN M2HB-QCB™

machine gun
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